Detecting Pit Defects on Rail Surface Using A Fast Detection Algorithm Based on Relative Gray Value
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Abstract—It is a challenge to detect pit defects on rail surface quickly and accurately in machine vision system. As the pit defects appear randomly, vary in size, distribute discontinuously, and are affected by rust, white noise, shadow and illumination during imaging, pit defects detection has become a difficulty in machine vision field. In this paper, we present a fast detection algorithm based on relative gray value to achieve the requirement of detecting defects on rail surface quickly and accurately. This algorithm uses 1×N dimensional linear mean filtering to improve the detection efficiency. The influence from rust, white noise and environmental impacts are excluded with a set of preprocessing, including offset, contrast of gray values, and image enhancement. Detection accuracy is further improved with Otsu’s binary segmentation method. Experimental results show that this algorithm can detect defects on rail surface quickly and accurately.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rail transportation has become one of important modern transportations. With the constraints of current manufacturing process, forging rail may produce imperfections including seams, laps, cracks, plug scores, cuts, and gouges [1]. After the continuous crunch from rolling wheels and erosion from the environment, these defects in metal will become a form of chipping, peeling, cracking, scarring, indenting reflected on rail surface. During the process of forging rail, if the rolled steel or oxidized iron is forged onto the head tread of rail, it will also produce small rolling scar defects causing small surface pits on the rail [2]. These uneven rail surface pits become a serious threat to the safety of rail transportation [3]. Thus, it is necessary to adopt an effective method to inspect rail surface carefully and maintained them regularly.

Nowadays, the practical rail defects detecting technology mainly include magnetic detection [3], eddy current flaw detection [4], ultrasonic testing [5], and machine vision inspection [6]. With the advantages of non-contact, high precision and high automation features, the system of using machine vision to detect rail defect has been widely used [7,8]. The main difficulty in machine vision detecting method resides in the discrete distributed pits on rail [9], because they appear randomly, differ in sizes, and distribute discontinuously that will eventually lead to a huge volume of work in pits detection. Therefore, there is a need for an efficient method of detecting the defect area to meet the requirements of detecting rail surface defects rapidly. In addition, due to the influence of uneven illumination imaging as well as other environmental factors, the captured images have uneven distributed gray values. What’s more, the rust on rail surface and white noise will also have a negative impact on the identification of defect area. Image pre-processing is a key to improve the accuracy of defect detection rate. Adaptive histogram equalization [10] uses gray mean filtering with an M × N window to enhance the contrast of the image which helps to identify the defect area on rail. However, this algorithm consumes large computing capacity and cannot exclude the influence of noise effectively.

II. RAIL SURFACE IMAGING AND DETECTION ANALYSIS

In rail surface imaging, part of the surface defects were sunken, leading to a decline of gray values compared with gray values of normal rail. Therefore, a low gray value can be used as a indicator to differentiate defect area and non-defect area. But in practice, most of the surface becomes smooth due to frequent contact with the train wheels; the other part becomes rough due to erosion and other environmental factors, resulting in common rust stripes.

During imaging process, the rough portion of rail surface has low brightness due to diffuse reflection with a relatively low gray value. But this rough area is also part of the rail for normal use, which cannot be taken as rail defects. Because of the different environmental factors and photographing situation, the gray value of same part of rail could differ after
imaging. From the above analysis, the absolute gray value threshold cannot effectively distinguish the defective part and the non-defective part. Fig. 1(b) shows the absolute gray value image, which contains pit defects, iron rust, shadows, and white noises. The absolute gray value is defined as directly acquired image gray value. Fig. 1(c) shows the Otsu binary segmentation image.

III. FAST DETECTION ALGORITHM DESIGN

This paper presents a contrast detection fast algorithm as the image preprocessing process, through which the relative gray values of the image would be obtained. Otsu binary segmentation method is used upon relative gray value image to identify the defective area by threshold. In this preprocessing process, linear mean filtering (LMF) is calculating the pixels on the linear space (e.g. a column) rather than the adjacent pixels around it (e.g. the eight pixels around the target pixel as the center) to calculate the average gray value for each pixel. Compared with window mean filtering, linear mean filtering reduces a large volume of computation calculating average gray value without a big trade-off on its accuracy, which is fast and efficient.

A. Preprocessing of Fast Detection Algorithm

Preprocessing of fast detection algorithm is a key step in calculating the relative gray values of the image and correctly detecting the rail defects. This algorithm includes linear mean filtering, offset, gray value contrast, and image enhancement. The calculation flow is shown in Fig. 2.

![Preprocessing algorithm flow](image)

As the common rust strip always distribute on both sides of rail edges, the gray values of the imaging is spatially continuous. LMF takes into account the gray value for each pixel of the image and N pixels on the same line. Linear mean computation can effectively eliminate the influence of low gray value from the rail surface rust. However, the image gray values after LMF process are still affected by white noises. Thus, this paper uses offset Δ to eliminate the influence brought by white noises. In addition, the size of the average value of N has a significant impact on the result of LMF.

1) Linear mean filtering: First, y axis is defined to be parallel to the train moving direction; x axis is defined to be perpendicular to the train moving direction; x and y coordinate are used to describe the rail surface. The original captured image of rail surface is taken as $I_{xy}^o$. The image after LMF processing is taken as $LMF_{xy}^o$, calculated as in:

$$LMF_{xy}^o = \sum_{y-(N/2+1)}^{y+N/2} I_{xy} / N$$

(1)

Here, $N$ express as the length of the coordinate point $(x, y)$ on direction of y-axis. This advantage of this algorithm is that it can set a reference value for each pixel and when $N$ is large enough, the value of $LMF_{xy}^o$ will not deviate much because of one or a few points of abnormal gray values.

![Fig. 3. When x=100, the gray value of y](image)

In production, the value of $N$ is depended on the sampling accuracy. Fig. 3 shows the relation between $N$ value and actual gray value in rail defects detection experiment: In Fig. 3, the left figure is the original rail surface image $(244 \times 863)$; the right four figures show the comparison of the actual gray value (blue) and the average gray value (red) of a single pixel at $(100, y)$. The width of the pit portion of the image is about 20 pixels. As shown in Fig. 3, the difference between actual and average gray value becomes smaller with the incline of $N$. When $N$ is 70, the LMF line (red) declines before the actual line (blue) declines, while LMF line inclines after the actual line inclines. Meanwhile, the declining and inclining range of the LMF line is much smaller than the actual line. Thus, the greater the $N$ value is, the smaller the impact of the defective area will impose on the mean gray value, thereby increasing the accuracy of the calculation upon relative gray value image.

Fig. 3 shows that the gray value of the defect portion is much smaller than its mean gray value. The preprocessing with fast detection algorithm is using this feature to distinguish defect and non-defect rail area.

2) Offset: Only considering those pixels that have smaller gray value than LMF gray value in detecting defects will still be affected by white noise. The actual gray values are fluctuating with the change of y. Through the LMF preprocessing, there will be two kinds of areas with low gray values detected: defective area and noise area. This algorithm takes into account of the white noise influence and sets a mean offset $\Delta$, which can help to exclude the uneven gray value influence brought by noises. Namely:

$$I_{del} = LMF_{xy}^o - \Delta$$

(2)

Here, $I_{del}$ is the image after offset; $LMF_{xy}^o$ is the image after LMF. Theoretically, $\Delta$ value should be slightly greater than...
the standard deviation of $N$ pixels around that point on $y$-axis, as shown in Fig. 4(a).

$$\text{standard deviation} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \bar{x})^2}$$

![Image of linear average gray value image and image enhancement](image)

**Fig. 4.** (a) Linear average gray value image  (b) Image enhancement

3) **Gray value contrast:** To obtain the relative gray value image, we compare the LMF image $I_{del}$ after offset with original gray value image $I_{xy}$. Assuming that relative gray value image is $I_{con}$, then:

$$I_{con} = I_{del} - I_{xy}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

From formula (3), $I_{con}$ could be positive, zero, and negative values. A positive value indicates that the gray values of original image is larger than mean ones, which belongs to bright portion and are not in defect area; Zero indicates that the gray values of original image is equal to the mean ones, which belongs to the background and are not in defect area either; A negative value indicates that the gray values of original image is less than the mean ones, which could be in defect rail area.

If taking the shaded background with bright backgrounds together and incorporating them into the background area, the key area could be further strengthened, which will simplify the subsequent image enhancement operations.

$$I_{LMF} = \begin{cases} I_{con} & I_{con} \geq 0 \\ 0 & I_{con} < 0 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

4) **Image enhancement:** From LMF and the relative gray value image operation, $I_{LMF}$ ranges from 0 to $I_{con}$. Due to the influence of environmental factors, the background of images collected may be relatively dark. This will limit the range of $I_{LMF}$, which will affect the accuracy of Otsu binary segmentation method. If the range of $I_{LMF}$ is mapped to the gray value range (0, 255), it will reduce the environmental impact of a dark background on identifying defect area, as shown in formula (5):

$$I_{enh} = 255 \times I_{LMF} / I_{con}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Here, $I_{enh}$ is the gray value image after image enhancement, which is shown as the red line in Fig. 4(b). After the image enhancement operation, high gray value area, namely the bright part of the image, is non-defective area; low gray value area, namely the dark part of the image, is where the defects might exist.

5) **Analysis of the result of preprocessing:** After implementing LMF, offset, gray value contrast, and image enhancement upon original gray value image, we obtain the relative gray value image, as shown in Fig. 5.

![Image of preprocessing result image](image)

**Fig. 5.** Preprocessing result image: (a) Actual gray value image (b) Gray value contrast Image (c) Image after image enhancement

From the obvious results shown in Fig. 5, using a linear space of 1×N-dimensional LMF operation can quickly and effectively eliminate the influence of rust on identifying rail defects. With an offset and gray value contrast operation, the white noise influence and shadow influence can also be eliminated. In the end, an image enhancement is imposed on the relative gray value image, where the defect area is strengthened and become much more clearly in the image.

B. Rail Defect Localization

Through the preprocessing algorithm, the image has been divided into background area and area with potential rail defects. Otsu method [11], proposed by a Japanese scholar Nobuyuki Otsu in 1979, is a threshold-based, automated, and unsupervised image segmentation method. Due to its simplicity and effectiveness, this algorithm has aroused wide attention. In this paper, we use the similar idea of the Otsu algorithm to determine the optimal image segmentation threshold by the maximum class variance between background and the objective. This method will divide the image into two parts, foreground and background. The larger class variance between background and the objectives is, the larger difference between the two portions that constitute the image will be. Part of the defect taken as background or part of the background taken as defect will lead to a smaller difference between these two parts. Thus, the use of the maximum class variance between segmentation can reduce the probability of misclassification. By calculating the optimal segmentation threshold, we can determine the probable defect area and obtain the binary segmentation image through the comparison of area’s relative gray value and the threshold value.

Considering the continuity of the defect, we use the connected domain filtering method to further identify the defect. By the processing of connected components labeling, we calculate the area of each connected domain and relative gray value and then detect the defect with a judgment between them. Assuming that the threshold of defect area is $Thr_{area}$ and the defect part of the gray value threshold is $Thr_{weight}$. We have formula (6) and (7):

$$\text{weight} = \sum \frac{I_{enh}}{\text{area}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
Here, \( Tar(x) \) is the target area. When \( Tar(x) \) meets the conditions of area and the gray value requirements, the target area will be determined to be a defect. The result is shown in Fig. 6.

\[
Tar(x) = \text{true; if (area} > \text{Thr - area} \& \& \text{weight} > \text{Thr - weight}) \quad (7)
\]

![Fig. 6. Fast detection algorithm results: (a) Otsu binary segmentation map (b) Defect identification through connected domain filtering](image)

### IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to verify the computing speed and effectiveness of proposed method, this paper collected 364 rail surface images \((x \times y : 244 \times 836)\), which covers the situations of uneven illumination, shadow, etc. that is carried out in Matlab. Among the images, 228 images contain a total number of 373 defects. With our fast detection algorithm, the defect recognition rate is 96.78%. One example image of detection result is shown in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. Rail defect localization results](image)

The defect area is marked with a green block. The algorithm has strong robustness as it uses threshold determination based on relative gray value image, which excludes the influence of rust and shadow, as shown in Fig. 7(a). In preprocessing algorithm, there is a greater improvement on computing speed with the method of \( 1 \times N \)-dimensional LMF. Its average detection time is around 30% faster than the \( M \times N \)-dimensional LMF with a very slight compensation on detection accuracy, which achieves the purpose of fast real-time defects detection, as shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>LMF processing average time (ms/image)</th>
<th>defect identification rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( M \times N )</td>
<td>60.825</td>
<td>98.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 1 \times N )</td>
<td>42.274</td>
<td>96.78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. SUMMARY

To achieve the requirement of fast detection of rail surface defects, we propose a fast detection algorithm. This algorithm calculates the relative gray value of the image from the absolute gray value of the image through a set of operations including \( 1 \times N \)-dimensional linear mean filtering (LMF), offset, gray value contrast, image enhancement, and Otsu binary segmentation. Experiments show that this algorithm can detect rail surface defects excluding the influence of rust, noise and background with a small amount of computation.
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